Kanton, Stevens Point, piano. Two additional numbers in the twilight group will be sung by the glee club. The second group, under the direction of George Garten, will be presented by Bob Biesler, Hemlock, and Comb, Gifford, Farthing, Pittsville.

On Sunday evening the group will appear at the Wittenberg for an 8:30 concert.

Kathryn Turney Garten
Will Review "Joy Street"

Monday evening, April 9, is the evening the Women's Theatre Club of the Stevens Point campus will use its book review of "Joy Street," the work of Roger Farrow, for a musical entertainment. The general meeting of the club will take place in the auditorium. As its guests the club will have Norman E. Knutzen, this evening's entertainment director and to make a tour of the organization will be to extend its wishes to extend its thanks to the Dexter family quartet from Plainfield called "Ivy," who provided the music for the reading of "Joy Street," which will be spoken at 8 o'clock in the college auditorium.

Last year's review of "Yankee from Olympus" was very well received here at WSC. This year her review will be given on "Joy Street," a popular novel by Mrs. Frances Parkinson Keyes.

The locale of this romantic novel of the present day is the aristocratic, Beaconsfield, in the midst of Boston. Roger Farrow and his young wife, Emily Thayer Field, are both members of the Dexter family of Boston and the Dexter family has been assured possession. They hope to bring together in their home on Joy Street all the different characters that are represented by the young lady, the French, the Irish, the Jews — and have them present the play in its other vernacular surroundings. Joy Street will have something to say to the present generation and to the people concerned.

Tickets for the review are available from Miss Marie Swallow, Miss Helen Foster, Miss Helen Foster, Miss Carolyn Bolson for the first 100 students who request them and previous students will get preference. The show can be seen by the public. The show is sponsored by the Business and Social Science Club, which Miss Swallow is a past president.

Eleven Piece Band and Feature Acts
Put Over Phi Sig Show With a Bang

Packed houses greeted the annual Phi Sig Vaudeville and Style Show presented Sunday and Monday nights in the auditorium. The show, packed with a laugh a minute, was a success. With the talent winning success in the long line of Phi Sig shows, the show pleased all.

Bucked by an 11 piece band, with special arrangements by Bob Bestul, campus chairman for the show, the group was well received and were well received by the "audience."

Highlights of the show were the specialty acts called "April Fool," "Kappa Klub" and "The Musical Cartoon." As well as the curvaceous line girls, featured vocalist with the band were Joan Feinenbach and Barbara Hansen.

George Grashouse was general manager for the show and as well as one of the masters of ceremony was also one of the members of the faculty, who is a senior and is president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon organization. In making the show a success and all were incorporated into the show.

Draft Deformers for College Men
Will Be Based on Aptitude Tests

Student deformers will be based not only on scholastic performance, but also on capacity to learn as demonstrated by a nation-wide aptitude test. This test will be given at 1,000 examination centers. Central State has been selected as one of these centers. A student can take the aptitude test only once. But an official has said that a student making the predicted score will be considered for deferment without regard to his class standing. Conversely, anyone who has maintained the prescribed class standing will be considered for deferment regardless of the score he makes in the test.

Senate sources last week forecast a liberal system of draft deferments for college students. The Senate resolution on the point, which has maintained the prescribed class standing will be considered for deferment regardless of the score he makes in the test.
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Let's Have an NSA Speaker

We overheard a conversation in the men's smoker the other day and it had to do with the pertinent question of the National Student Association. On this subject, no one knew exactly what the answers were. We decided to ask some of the students what the answers were. As a result, there is a great deal of apprehension on the situation and all students are now off-broad.

Now these students didn't mention this fact that was actually giving the N.S.A. a hard time. It seems that because of all the time in a downtown drug store one has spent in the company of certain students, several well-known students know that the students are going to have a hard time.

They thought something should be done about it and we are with them. The only type of student being talked about in the student council is the one who wants to know why they joined and vice versa. In this manner, they hope to get some arguments, both pro and con, on the subject. If these replies are made public it should help. Something else should be done.

We think that an executive from N.S.A. should be brought over here to speak to us and answer our questions. We understand that a speaker can be gotten very easily and it won't be sent as to the students who are going to have a hard time. As of now, we are not going to be bad. We might join it and then find out we really stuck our foot into it, or we might pass it up and then get a lot of questions answered. We feel it would help clear up this matter and that if N.S.A. is doing a lot of good, it should be gotten by us.

FAMILIAR FACES

This week the face pretty familiar to us all is the very pretty face of Ilia Williamson. Ilia has been around here for quite a while, but has never really graduated in the primary division this July. However, here is one of the luckier ones. There's a signed contract to meet her at Mansions to the effect that she'll be teaching either second or third grade.

Ilia has been a member of the family and came here from Brandon, which is the latest of the Williamsons. The Williamsons are the roommates with Connie Callahan at the dorm. Ilia's parents and other people who attended school here some time in the dim past, and earned a B. E. degree during summer school just eight years ago.

Besides primary courses, she has studied a good deal of history, English and philosophy. And it wouldn't be exaggerating too much to say that she felt every moment of it. However, she definitely enjoys music. Ferde Grofe's Grand Canyon Suite is her favorite, she says, "but I think Mario Lanza and 'Be My Love' are okay too."
**Sport Editors’ Study Shows**

**Draft Will Hurt Athletics**

The current draft situation will have a decided effect on the quality of play and the amount of available manpower in the State Teachers College conference according to a study made by the sport editors of the various member schools.

The general consensus of opinion is that the following conditions will result:

1. Athletics in general will be curtailed for at least the next two years.
2. The number of men available will continue to decrease.
3. After two years those who were drafted in 1951 will return to the campuses and take up the slack and competition will again be on a normal basis.
4. For the present football will be the sport hardest hit by the draft. Lack of manpower may force abandonment of the sport at some schools although the conference is going ahead with schedule arrangements.
5. Other sports will also be curtailed but will not be hit as hard as football. This is true of tennis, golf, the intramural sports program on an intramural basis only.

**Phil Sig’s Chick, Belke’s Shatter Bowling Records**

Since the spring sports program on an intramural basis only.

A.K.L...

**Former Valley Track Men Show Plenty of Promise**

As Coach Frank Crow’s track team enters the fourth week of practice, things are shaping up in preparation for the coming track meets.

The Poinier center midfielder is looking hopefully for added strength from the freshmen ranks. Three former Wisconsin Valley Conference stars will be the running competitors in the event.

The following lettermen are back from last year’s squad. They are Jim Luhin in the 880 yards, Dick Freeman in the middle distance events; Chef Polka, Bob Gilbert and Ed Havitz in the distance.

In the last week’s results the Belke five kept pace with the leading roots.

**Bowling Standings**
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**Hats Off to Collegiates For Slam Bang Season**

This is quite frankly a tribute, long due, to our Collegiates; they will be the Varsity of tomorrow.

Composed of freshmen, sopho-

mores and even a few upperclassmen of the Varsity, the Collegiates played the preliminary game last week. Too many of us didn’t watch as we should. They had no stars or exceptional scorers; they played only as a team, and that is the way games are won.

If one feature was "hot," the others would feed him the ball but no man tried "to hog" the show. Each knew his part.

The team-work, their defense, their love for the game itself, their coaching by Coach Edgar W. Peper are the main reasons the Collegiates won 23 games while losing only five and that is a lot of games to play.

Another laurel to add to their record was the winning of the St. Peter’s Major League championship. They defeated Paul’s Bas, 62-51, on March 20.

All of the Collegiates are of draft- age. Three, Melen, Davis, Lawson, are already in the Air Force. We hope with the new Presidential order on drafting of college students the remaining Collegiates will be here to play basketball next season in the Collegiates have a good team building for the future.

**College Men’s Bowling**

**Shetter Bowling Records**

Scored eight points for the Teachers college conference available April going campuses to take up the slack and Schools although the conference is is that the following conditions will

Shetter Bowling Records

by the Phi Sigs, with a company

Frank Schmidler blasted Chick with losers.

with the spring sports program on an

by the Phi Sigs, with a company

Knudtson’s
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**The Only Man in the Place—Reporter Thoroughly Enjoys Girls’ Basketball**

Very few CSTC students realize that some of the fairer sex are also interested in sports. One such sport-

ing event, the WRA basketball tournament, was brought to a close last night.

As far as we know, there have been no boys or, for that matter, many girls in attendance at these thrilling exhibitions of feminine prowess. And that is a fact to be said, for these games furnish the unknowledgable with a lot of a laugh and thrill.

To publish exactly what was seen by the brave male Pointer reporter at the fifth tournament game a week Wednesday in the Training School gym would rock the Pointer to its very foundations. Therefore, we will stick to the bare facts.

One thing over which we knew quite dissipated was the lack of originality shown by the girls in naming their teams. The boys dream up such names as "Gadavers" and "WCUU," but all the girls could manage was "Team Number One," "Team Number Two," and so on.

There are four such power-laden teams. Since the girls couldn’t think up any intriguing names, (something on the order of the "Hflip Waggars" would be nice,) we will refer to the teams by the number and name of the captain.

Team One is captained by Phyllis Gretchen; Team Two by Rae Sturl; Team Three, Donna Morgan; and Team Four, Gertrude Collum.

Gretchen’s team has finished its schedule and is the champion with one victory over each of the other teams. Sturl’s team beat Collum’s gang and lost the other two. Mortensen and Collum’s team came in third. They have no respectable records of 1-4 and 0-2.

In the one game Pointer was privileged to cover, Gretchen’s team went along with the power-laden teams. Gretchen won on top of Morgan’s team by a score of 25-14. Rose "Kris" Christoferson dumped in seven buckets and two free throws for high-scoring honors with 16 points. Norma Herrington scored eight points for the losers and Captain Gretchen counted with seven for the winners. Harriet Bouger is the WRA girl in charge of this tournament.

And now here’s the news which could be big news a week from now if a certain group of boys have the nerve to accept the challenge: Miss Adeline Levin, women’s athletic di-

rer, has announced that an all-

star girls’ basketball team will chal-

lenge the boys intramural champions (Ramblers) to a basketball game (7) April 13. To offset the advantage the girls will have — the game must be played according to girls’ rules the offensive boy players will have the privilege and added pro-

tection of wearing boxing gloves.

Any boys not understanding the girls’ basketball rules alluded to in this story are referred by us to the nearest feminine sportster.

**CAN YOU REMEMBER NUMBERS?**

For Memory Test

Write down 1000

Then call in a word-end

You Can Do it

* Bicycles *Roller Skates *Fishing Equipment *Gun and Ammunition for sale are timely thoughts.

**STEVENS POINT JOURNAL**

114 North Third Street

**POINT CAFE**

At Your Service

6:00 A.M. — 1:00 A.M.

**The Duke Chronicle**

Racy Alley Maps May Suit More Than the Duke Students

In Durham, North Carolina, the "Y" on the campus is a favorite student gathering spot. At the "Y" Coca-Cola is the favorite drink. With the university crowd at Duke, as with every crowd—Coke belongs.

Ask for it either way... both trade-marks mean the same thing.

**HANNON’S DRUGS**

Prescriptions — Cosmetics Cameras

**WORCELAA PUBLISHING CO.**

200-210 H. Second St.

**PRINTING**

**STORAGE**

**BOOKBINDING**

**THE DUCK A CHRONICLE**

SUGAR BOWL
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Everyday Items for yourCRYPTO

HAMBURGERS

15c

FRESH MEAT

Deli

DELICATES DENT COFFEE

EXCELLENT COFFEE

AND "PERFECT BEANS." 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily

WORLD’S NEW WOMEN’S SPRING PLAY SHOES

$2.99 Pair

BIG SHOE STORE

Central Wisconsin Largest Underlying Shoe Store

MAN AND LADIES'

KREMS HARDWARE

MAYTAG SALES AND SERVICE

YACH’S

ACROSS FROM THE SHORE

TACOS
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WORLD’S NEW WOMEN’S SPRING PLAY SHOES

$2.99 Pair
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Central Wisconsin Largest Underlying Shoe Store

MAN AND LADIES’
Pledging Ends With Dinners and Dance

Stevens Point, Wis. — The Tau Garns, Phi Chi, Chis, Omegs, and other campus organizations had formal initiations and dinners Saturday night at the American Legion Hall. These organizations, along with other campus organizations, had formal initiations and dinners Saturday night at the American Legion Hall.
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